
•  Identify and segment specific user-device events from one or multiple video sources."
•  Annotate and code events according to a variety of descriptive and evaluative categories dealing with device 

use and user error. Codes may be added to, or substituted with other codes on the Elan system."
•  Results may be exported as a tab-delimited text file consisting of the code categories, notes and time onset, 

offset and duration information. These data may be opened in a spreadsheet.  These results may be shared 
with device developers providing specific information about the usability of their products."
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Many AAC devices utilize complex user interfaces, designed to perform a wide variety of communication, 
programming and computer control functions. While there is no single development approach, AAC device user 
interface development is usually guided by hardware and software designers, educators and clinicians, then tried 
out with expert AAC users who provide feedback for developers.  Much less frequently is the design process 
iterative - where the device use is studied as individuals attempt to program and/or communicate with these 
devices. One of the problems is the lack of appropriate low cost usability tools for AAC design."

Over recent years a variety of cognitive processing models have been developed, each taking a common 
processing cycle and recasting it into a new task domain: technology use, language production, language 
comprehension, social interaction (e.g., Clark, 1996; Brennan, 1998; Norman, 1988). These models have been 
used to describe performance as well as locate sources of performance error. Norman (1988) provides a basic 
example for the cognitive cycle functioning during our use of everyday objects in our environment: Form a goal-> 
Form an intention -> Specify an action -> Execute the action – (then) - Perceive -> Interpret -> Evaluate 
outcome."

The AAC-UT consists of two tools for describing and evaluating the sufficiency of AAC interfaces as they are 
being used for communication and device programming. The AAC-UT provides a set of evaluation criteria to help 
the researcher/designer describe device use problems, and to specify the point in the cognitive action cycle that 
the problem occurred, probable causes, ramifications of the problem and the types of support present or absent 
during the specific event."

Version 1 of AAC-UT utilizes a Microsoft Access database to catalog information about the potential usability of a 
particular software interface component or specific goal-directed use of the application (e.g., construct an 
utterance using the keyboard)."

Implemented on an open source video annotation program (ELAN), AAC-UT provides the research/designer the 
ability to specify events in a audio or video file of interest, code and comment upon that event, search for similar 
events, and output a record of the transcribed video for further analysis or report writing."

Why eva luate  dev ice  use? !

Funct iona l  Character is t ics  of  the  AAC Usabi l i ty  Toolk i t !
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Elan may be downloaded free of charge at: http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/."
The AAC-UT codes and code definitions for Elan may be downloaded from:  

http://aac-rerc.psu.edu/index.php/projects/show/id"
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Version 1 of the usability toolkit was focused on describing and evaluating AAC software features and 
operations.  The evaluator typically inspects the software, and analyzes its potential for producing errors 
based on his/her own experience. A graphic of a particular user interface feature can be stored in each record.  
A report can be generated for each software evaluation and sent to the developer."

AAC-UT Vers ion 1 !

AAC-UT Vers ion 2 !

Version 2 of the usability toolkit focuses utilizes ELAN – a free software tool for creating complex video and audio 
annotations (http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/)."

ELAN provides a means of annotating (transcribing, commenting, coding) user activity recorded from multiple 
video and audio sources. The length of the event, action, error and learning  annotations reflect the amount of time 
each was observed to occur. The figure above shows the analysis of the errors made by an individual attempting 
to program a keyboard display on a prototype technology, using the AAC-UT protocol. Any event may contain 
multiple actions, errors or instances of learning.  The figures below display the coding hierarchy (left), which can 
be collapsed or expanded. Codes appear in a drop down menu which can be selected using a mouse (middle). 
Once coded, the transcript can be output in a variety of ways, included tab-delimited text, amenable to analysis 
using a variety of software.  The transcript (right) displays the event label, time codes and the content of each 
annotation. "

These data can be used to provide quantitative and qualitative summaries of user performance, or selectively 
compiled to illustrate a particular user-device problem. Currently we are exploring ways to use the report 
capabilities of ELAN as subtitle input to illustrate user problems directly on video."



ACTION DESCRIPTION!
These following are primarily low-inference, descriptive categories, providing contextual information about the 
type of activity, state of the system in which the error occurred."

Event – A description of the general activity that the device user is currently engaged."

Description of Problem (Version 1 only) – The description of user and device actions are described using a 
performance grammar developed for the toolkit (See Version 1 figures)."

Event Type – The general activity that the user is performing (selection sequence, typing / prediction, 
programming, setting controls, initiating output, pointing."

Feedback – what types of feedback does the user receive in response to his/her actions (immediate, delayed, 
absent, appropriate, obtrusive, inconsistent)."

Warning – What type of warning did the user receive indicating a significant change to the system (various 
graphic, auditory signals, changes in system state)"

Protection Against Devastating Process – If the user action could result in a loss of data, shutdown, damage to 
the device, etc., what was the specific warning produced by the device alerting the user to this situation (Single 
Warning Cancel/No Cancel, Multiple Warnings, lockstep sequence, auditory siren,  spoken message, text 
message, graphic warning, key click, none, other)."

Ease of Crash Recovery – The degree to which a system can be restored (easy, difficult, very difficult)"

LEARNING!
These categories have to do with ways that the user could understand the event. What resources are available 
to the user, how is it presented. The following categories provide the background upon which the user is 
expected to use to complete a task. Filling these categories out requires a moderate level of inference / 
interpretation of the event by the evaluator."

Obviousness - Should the process be obvious to the user (Yes, No, ??, N/A) ?"

User Guidance - what types of cues are being used to inform or guide the user when engaged in the task at 
hand (click, tone or beep, text deletion, color change, change in button outline or thickness, insertion of graphic 
element, synthesized speech output, thermometer, window appears/disappears, menu appears, disappears)?"

Sources for Learning - ways in which the user can or could learn about this system: 

•  mental model based on common knowledge " "• "help menu"
•  mental model based on professional knowledge" "• "inferred actions"
•  mental model based on software knowledge " "• "memorization required"
•  spoken (explicit) prompts " " " " " "• "no information provided"

ERROR!
In this section, the specific error made by the user, or problem that occurred is explained in detail enough that to 
provide support for the developer to minimize its chances for occurring on a repeated basis."

Error Stage - Based on Don Normanʼs (1990) task-action cycle. Use these categories to determine what point in 
someoneʼs cognitive activity can the error / problem be located:  

•  Forms goal - determines the desired outcome of his/her actions"
•  Forms intention – the user has a plan to accomplish task"
•  Specifies action - the user to accomplish intention"
•  Executes action - the user to accomplish intention"
•  Perceives state - the user perceives response to his/her action. "
•  Interprets state - the user understands meaning of response"
•  Evaluates outcome - the user appraises response in terms of userʼs goals"

Error Source – The specific user-device context contributing to the specific user error. 

•  Lack of visible guidelines - the application provides little visible guidance or constraints that would facilitate 
decision making"

•  Too many choices - there are too many choices to make an a given time."
•  Functions inconsistent with user model - the functions of the technology do not conform with the advertised 

model."
•  User has no model upon which to base decisions - the user has not model of the system to use to inform 

decision making"
•  Operations are unfamiliar - the user is unfamiliar with the operations of the technology"
•  User forgets information"

Error Cost - Deals with the consequences of the error made by the user (additional steps, information loss, 
device shutdown, program crash, damage to device, canʼt access device, other)"

Error Likelihood - the probability in which this error would happen during the operation of this technology."

Descr ib ing  and Analyz ing  Device  Use /  Er ror !


